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Application to Waive 2019-2020 
Attendance Requirements 
 

Date April 8, 2020 

School District Name Life Preparatory Academy USD Z0066 

Superintendent name Mark Alan Appier 

Board President name: Robert James Rotola, Jr. 

1. Who closed your schools? (Check all applicable) 

☐ County Health Department 

☐ Secretary of Health and Environment 

☒ Governor 

☐ Military Base Commander 

2. How many hours was your school district open during the 2019-20 school year?  

862 hours 

3. How many hours are you requesting be waived from school term of 1,116 hours for 
the 2019-20 school year? 

254 hours 

NOTE 
The Continuous Learning Plan Application must be completed and submitted as part 
of the waiver request.
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Continuous Learning Plan 
Application 

Date April 7, 2020 

School District Name Life Preparatory Academy USD Z0066 

Academic Support 

Briefly describe the Professional Development plan for Continuous Learning. 

Initial faculty meetings to formulate the action plan and training for elementary 
teachers was held in an elementary classroom with everyone maintaining social 
distance. (Because of the small size of the school, there were only eight persons in 
attendance.) The elementary teacher familiar with the use of WebEx as well as the 
various messenger services our families utilize conducted training on how to use those 
services and how to use the conference calling features of the school's VOIP system in 
order to do conference calls with groups of parents and children at the same time. 
Administration and secondary staff assisted in practice role-playing to confirm the 
system was working and simulate interactions. Elementary faculty advise me they have 
regulary been holding short meetings via conference or hybrid in-person and 
conference. 

Initial faculty and staff training for secondary teachers was accomplished in small 
groups of six to eight plus administration on two separate days for four hours each day 
in the school's computer lab. Seating was arranged to maintain social distance and 
maximize working space on each of the tables. Unnecessary computers were removed 
for the time being. Training in Ignitia and other online tools was provided during these 
two meetings. Ongoing consultation and meetings have been held by telephone, text 
messaging, various video meeting apps, etc.  

Please describe how you will ensure continuous learning is available for every student. 

Life Preparatory Academy is utilizing three modes for continuous learning to promote 
the success of all students: (1) Distance Learning via packets and worksheets are being 
used by all elementary classes with personalized packets prepared by their primary 
instructor. These are being either picked up by parents or sent via the mail. Some 
secondary classes are utilizing packets, but those are being sent via email in the form 
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of printable pdf files. A number of our foreign exchange students have already gone 
home so sending by mail would be impractical. (2) Virtual Learning which we have 
defined as use of messenger services, WebEx, Google Hangouts for Education, and 
conference calls is being used extensively in the elementary as well as in the 
secondary. Elementary have been using this direct contact for recitations and spelling 
tests as well as conferring with parents. In the secondary, four of the classes which are 
not provided via Ignitia, the e-school plaform are being provided video lessons using 
Google Hangouts and YouTube uploads by the instructors using some rather non-
conventional props or outside. (3) The majority of secondary courses have been 
transferred to Ignitia, our virtual platform we are using for e-school. Work is being 
facilitated and corrected by the secondary faculty  

Will online learning be used?   

Yes, we are using Ignitia, a private-school version of Odysseyware which is utilized by a 
number of public school districts in Kansas. The majority of secondary courses are 
being taught online. 25% of the units of each course have been selected by their 
instructors. The instructors are available via messaging within the platform and by 
email. During school hours, the normal response time is less than one hour. After 
school hours, the response time in on the next business day. 

If so, is tech support available for families and teachers? 

Technical support regarding the classes themselves is provided by the instructors of 
those classes. Each one of the secondary teachers has been assigned around 25 
advisees to shepherd through these next few weeks until the end of the school year. If 
a student is getting behind or having difficulties that advisor will contact the student or 
family via email and in many cases, via telephone, to make sure things are working. 
Technical support for accessing the platform and browser issues is provided by the 
school principal who has been the program coordinator for courses using this platform 
since 2007. Hardware support for student computers and computers borrowed from 
the school is provided in-person and virtually by our IT Admin and his assistant. The 
first week of getting the various virtual services up and running saw technical support 
requests in excess of 60 hours amongst three people with a variety of access issues, 
software issues, and hardware issues. In many cases, the hardware issues were solved 
by loaning a desktop computer with monitor, keyboard, and mouse to the families 
rather than attempting to support obsolete hardware. 

If so, how will you ensure that all students have adequate access to devices and 
internet? 
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Desktop computers with monitors and accessories from our reserve which run 
Windows 7 have been loaned to families upon request as well as equipping a 
computer laboratory with 20 computers in the dormitory for the students remaining in 
the U.S. (It is likely that lab will remain operational throughout the summer for students 
whose countries, such as Australia, will not permit return travel.) Windows 7 is no 
longer under full support so we have retired it from our lab, but it is still functional and 
is sufficient for students running on a home network. 

Please describe additional measures you will take to support students with disabilities, 
and students served under Title Programs (ELL, Migrant, etc.). 

Title I services are provided via the resources given to us by the Title I instructor 
assigned to Life Prep by USD 259 then distributed to the students with their packets. 
Life Prep does not have a state-sponsored ELL program. However, we do have a 
number of students from other countries and locally which participate in our ESOL 
program. The two ESOL instructors put together curricula for use with their students. It 
is hybrid with part of the instruction being YouTube videos they have filmed and 
uploaded and the other part based on the Ignitia platform. Special education services 
continue to be provided by the appropriate LEA (public school system or service 
center). 

How will teachers check-in with students? 

Communications with students and families uses a variety of modes and methods. We 
have both domestic and foreign students spread out with their families or in 
quarantine in four different continents and seven different time zones. (1) Email is 
proving to be the backbone of our current communications as it seems to be 
ubiquitous. (2) For families living in the neighborhood or within walking distance of the 
school, we have been seeing those students as they pick up sack lunches on a daily 
basis as part of the continuing lunch program. (3) Text messaging and telephone calls 
are a common mode of communnications with elementary students and families as 
well as families inside the U.S. This would include conference calls facilitated through 
the VOIP system at school. (4) Messengers such as WhatsApp are being used to 
communicate directly with students who cannot make telephone calls to us from their 
location, or those calls are prohibitively expensive. Google Hangouts is good for 
conferencing, and there has been some use of Skype reported. (5) The messaging 
system inside Ignitia is used for communications with the individual teachers for their 
courses. (6) Elementary teachers are continuing to use the Remind app to 
communicate with their classes as has been done throughout the school year. (7) 
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There are some elementary teachers who have been receiving completed worksheets 
from certain families coming in from the fax machine. 

Describe your plans for continued Career and Technical Education. 

Our woodworking and shop class only has five students. All of them are local and 
meeting in-person at the school with instructions to maintain social distancing. The 
Computer Applications class has been moved onto the Ignitia Platform. The Computer 
Coding class has been using an online curriculum designed by the course instructor 
and will continue with no changes. 

Do you have a plan in place to address graduation for seniors? 

Seniors on-track to graduate who successfully complete their remaining school work 
with a passing grade for the semester will graduate. Transcripts will be issued listing 
the existing planned commencement day, Sunday, May 24, 2020 as the date of 
awarding the diploma as has been previously scheduled. Following guidance from 
SEVP, those seniors on an F-1 Visa who have departed the country are now eligible for 
SEVIS Record transfer to their institution of higher learning effective upon request. For 
those still in residence in the United States, they will become eligible for transfer of 
their SEVIS Record upon their last full day of online work on Thursday, May 21, 2020. 
By the request of a number of natural parents, a formal acknowledgement of 
graduation in the same manner as a commencement ceremony and prom have been 
tentatively scheduled for Saturday, August 8, 2020 which is around the time students 
outside the U.S. would return to the U.S. to begin residence at their colleges or 
universities.  

Social and Emotional Supports 

How will you utilize counselors and social workers? 

Our counseling staff remain available to all students via the communications methods 
described above. Most usage of the counseling staff at this point has been from 
students in Vietnam and Korea who have been placed in quarantine following their 
travel through international airports as well as their house-mates who are undergoing 
the uncertainty of COVID-19 testing. 

How will you support students’ social-emotional needs? 

Although we are checking in on all students, it is our domestic students whose parents 
are out of the country and international students essentially trapped far away from 
their homes and families which need the most support. Dormitory staff and host 
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parents are doing their best to support the emotional needs of the students in their 
care at this trying time. We are facilitating as much communication with families and 
friends abroad as is possible. Cox communications is also supporting this effort by 
expanding the bandwidth at the dorms and removing any data cap. 

How will you engage families and caregivers in supporting the social-emotional needs 
of their children? 

Our pastor for students has extended the Monday morning small group activities 
including their periodic recreation and to online. For students residing in the 
dormitories, they are being permitted solitary outdoor activities such as walking riding 
their bicycles.  

Family Community Communication 

How will you keep families informed? 

For general announcements and news, we are utilizing email and social media. General 
news and announcements are posted at the Life Preparatory Academy Facebook page 
as well as communication through the Remind app. 

How will you collect feedback from families? 

Extensive feedback appears to be coming in through all of the forms of 
communication. To facilitate the success of all students, families where we have not 
received communications, the elementary classroom teachers or the teachers 
assigned to shepherd their flock (homeroom teacher), are contacting their students 
and families to check up and see how they are doing. This includes the families of 
students who have returned to their home countries. 

How will you evaluate the validity of the feedback and respond? 

For technical support our gold standard is, "Does it work?", then test the system to 
confirm it is working properly. Regarding issues with Ignitia, the platform provides a 
number of reports including login-logoff time and actual time spent navigating the 
platform working on assignments which are useful for investigation. Each Friday, 
anecdotal feedback from faculty are being assembled to look for patterns. So far, one 
major pattern emerging is that parents are expressing appreciation for the role 
educators are taking in shaping the lives of their students. 

How will you support families and caregivers as they facilitate learning at home? 






